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Customers

 17 of the top 20 global pharmaceuticals 

 US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

 Leading cancer institutes, hospitals and academic 

research centers, including Huntsman Cancer 

Institute, City of Hope and Kaiser Permanente.

Markets 

I2E is an agile platform which has been deployed 

across a number of markets including: 

 Pharmaceuticals

 Biotechnology 

 Healthcare - providers and payers

 Chemicals and Agrochemicals

 Government and academia

 Personal Care and consumer goods

Applications

Typical applications across key markets include: 

 Mining electronic health records (EHR)

 Gene-disease mapping, target ID and selection

 Biomarker discovery

 Drug repurposing

 Drug safety

 Key Opinion Leader (KOL) identification 

 Pharmacogenomics and Personalized Medicine

 Patent analysis

 Clinical trial analytics

 Regulatory Affairs 

 Semantic enrichment for enterprise search 

Find the needle 
in the haystack



Products, solutions and services 

I2E – Linguamatics’ core software platform uses 

natural language processing (NLP) to go beyond 

conventional search methods and understand the 

meaning of text. I2E identifies and extracts facts, 

assertions and relationships from unstructured text  

in real-time and delivers them in a structured format 

for rapid review and analysis to support key decision-

making. I2E delivers dramatically improved speed 

to actionable insight, using computer algorithms to 

automatically mine, analyze and connect relevant 

knowledge buried in vast amounts of textual data and 

generate higher quality, targeted results.

Professional services

Linguamatics has a team of world-class NLP, life 

sciences and healthcare specialists who work with 

customers to help solve their knowledge discovery 

challenges. Typical consulting services include 

training, work on specific text mining projects 

(including query and terminology development),  

and software deployment and integration.

What makes us different? 

Linguamatics I2E is a scalable, flexible, commercial 

off-the-shelf enterprise platform. We use our deep 

expertise in NLP and domain knowledge to help 

customers solve their current information challenges 

and develop our product to solve the information 

challenges of the future.

Customers have reported that I2E has provided  

at least a tenfold speed increase in getting to 

actionable results leading to dramatically improved 

speed to insight compared to conventional search 

engine approaches. In many cases it has made 

projects successful that would otherwise have been 

impossible.

Linguamatics is the world leader  
in deploying innovative natural 
language processing (NLP)-based 
text analytics for high-value 
knowledge discovery, information 
extraction and decision support.



Executive Team

Dr David Milward  

Chief Technology Officer 

David Milward is chief technology officer (CTO) at 

Linguamatics. He is a pioneer of interactive text 

mining, and a founder of Linguamatics. He has 

over 20 years experience of product development, 

consultancy and research in natural language 

processing (NLP). After receiving a PhD from the 

University of Cambridge, he was a researcher and 

lecturer at the University of Edinburgh. He has 

published in the areas of information extraction, 

spoken dialogue, parsing, syntax and semantics. 

Mr John M. Brimacombe  

Executive Chairman 

John Brimacombe is a serial entrepreneur. After 

graduating in Law and Computer Science from 

Trinity College, Cambridge, he founded Jobstream 

Group plc, which provides specialist ERP software 

to the international financial services sector. 

Brimacombe subsequently co-founded pioneering 

mobile entertainment start-up nGame Ltd., which 

was acquired by Hands-On Mobile Inc. He served 

as President/COO of HandsOn Mobile for over 2 

years, leading the company through 7 major M&A 

transactions and massive global expansion. In 

addition to an ongoing commitment to Jobstream, 

Brimacombe currently chairs the enterprise natural 

language search tools provider, Linguamatics, is 

a Partner at Sussex Place Ventures, the venture-

capital arm of the London Business School, is a 

seed-investor in multiple US and UK start-ups and 

has extensive experience as a non-executive director 

from start-up to public markets. John has been with 

Linguamatics since 2006. 

Our executive team has a wealth of complementary skills and experience 

in world-class research and business development, both in academia and 

leading-edge science and technology companies



Dr Roger Hale  

Chief Operating Officer 

Roger is a founder and Chief Operating Officer of 

Linguamatics. He has over 30 years’ experience in 

technology management and computing R&D. Prior 

to starting Linguamatics, Roger worked with the 

NPL, Cambridge University, De Montfort University 

and SRI International, where he was responsible for 

commercial management, IP licensing and research 

for a wide range of commercial and government 

clients. His research interests have taken him 

into the areas such as communications protocols 

and applications of temporal logic to computing as 

well as NLP. Roger’s background is in mathematics 

and computer science and he holds a PhD from the 

University of Cambridge. 

Dr Phil Hastings  

Senior Vice President, Sales and Marketing 

Phil is based at Linguamatics’ Cambridge 

headquarters and has over 25 years of experience 

in the scientific information and software industries. 

He worked for a number of years in commercial 

and product management roles for scientific, 

technical and medical content providers John Wiley 

& Sons and the Thomson Corporation. Prior to 

joining Linguamatics, Phil spent over five years at 

Accelrys, a leading provider of molecular modelling 

and informatics software, in product marketing and 

business development roles. Phil holds a PhD from 

the University of Nottingham. 
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Linguamatics 324 Cambridge Science Park 

Milton Road  Cambridge  CB4 0WG UK 

Tel: +44 (0)1223 651 910

Linguamatics  500 Nickerson Rd, Suite 125 

Malborough  MA  01752  USA  

Tel: +1 617 674 3256

www.linguamatics.com

Founded  2001

Ownership  Privately owned & self-financing

Headquarters  Cambridge, UK 

Other offices  US office – Malborough, MA 

Websites  www.linguamatics.com 

People 

Linguamatics has ~100 full-time staff.

Over 30% of our employees have PhDs, and possess 

specialist skills in natural language processing, 

informatics, life sciences, chemistry, terminology 

mining and development, information science, 

knowledge discovery and query development. 

Key capabilities in-house include: software 

development, consulting and integration of both 

content and workflows. 

The company also excels at platform and service 

management, offering SaaS versions of I2E on  

the cloud.

Awards & funding 

Queen’s Award for Enterprise – International Trade 2014

EVVIE for Excellence – Boston Search Engine Meeting 2010

Cambridge Computer Lab Ring – Company of the Year 2009

Bio-IT Best in Show 2008 – Life Science Informatics Applications 

Grant funding from Technology Strategy Board (TSB) and European Union (EU)

Partnerships & Collaborations

Linguamatics partners and collaborates with 

commercial, academic and governmental 

organizations to bring customers the right solution 

for their needs and to develop next generation 

capabilities. 

Partners include Pentavere Research Group, BIOVIA 

(previously Accelrys), ChemAxon, Varian Medical 

Systems, Cloudera, Cambridge Semantics, Real 

Health Data and Copyright Clearance Center.




